
Waymark w/ Paramount
How GenAI Ad Creative Drives Ad $

And Opens the SMB Opportunity



GenAI is upending creative production

ChatGPT, Midjourney, etc



In advertising AI creative will make new winners and losers

AI-generated creative is faster, cheaper, and getting exponentially stronger

For agencies and platforms, AI creative will be the new frontier of competition.



Competition for ad $ is fierce. Differentiators are subtle and hard to convey.

Creative has barely evolved. It’s expensive, time-consuming, and guesswork.

GenAI is changing that. Finally creative can be truly tech-enabled.

Advertisers will adopt rapidly. Easy-to-see time and cost savings drive action.

Platforms that deliver will win advertisers, and vice versa.

Why AI creative will make new winners and losers



● Press quotes (trim down to make bigger and more readable)
○ “Personalized commercials in a matter of minutes” - Forbes
○ “A slick commercial can be generated in seconds.” - MIT Tech Review
○ “Waymark is among the pioneering AI firms” - Variety
○

● First company featured on OpenAI

The first complete video ad production platform. Waymark 
is real, live, and leading the way.



Our first product, built for the SMB market.

[Embed demo video]

Let’s take a look

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9d9ETdgiPA


We thought we built a creative solution. We found out it’s a sales solution.

Ad sellers use Waymark to win business; platforms integrate to drive 
adoption.

Measured in new revenue, not cost savings.

With Waymark, creative is the new differentiator.

[add logos here] 

Driving ad sales > cutting costs



30,0000 campaigns live

$200M in ad spend

And growing fast

It really works



SMB buying power is immense and mostly untapped.

>75% of Meta ad spend is SMB. Only 34% of TV ad spend is local.

Unlocking the SMB Opportunity



[maybe some kind of graphic that shows targeting, budget, creative]

Streaming is Ready to Win



[maybe just a graphic here? Here’s his linkedin]

Introducing Derek Nicol, SVP of Ad Tech at Paramount 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dnicol/


Thank you


